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WINNER >Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Best Popular Book on Archaeology

Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Ã‚Â --Biblical Archaeology SocietyApocalypse. Judgment Day.

The End Time. Armageddon. Students of the Bible know it as the place where the cataclysmic battle

between the forces of good and the forces of evil will unfold. Many believe that this battle will take

place in the very near future. But few know that Armageddon is a real place--one that has seen

more fighting and bloodshed than any other spot on earth.The name Armageddon is a corruption of

the Hebrew phrase Har Megiddo, and it means "Mount of Megiddo." More than thirty bloody

conflicts have been fought at the ancient site of Megiddo and adjacent areas of the Jezreel Valley

during the past four thousand years. Egyptians, Israelites, Greeks, Muslims, Crusaders, Mongols,

British, Germans, Arabs, and Israelis have all fought and died here. The names of the warring

leaders reverberate throughout history: Thutmose III, Deborah, Gideon, Saul and Jonathan,

Jezebel, Saladin, Napoleon, and Allenby, to name but the most famous. Throughout history

Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley have been ground zero for battles that determined the very course

of civilization. No wonder that the author of Revelation believed Armageddon, the penultimate battle

between good and evil, would also take place here!The Battles of Armageddon introduces readers

to a rich cast of ancient and modern warriors, while bringing together for the first time the wide

range of conflicts that have been fought at Megiddo and the Jezreel Valley from the Bronze Age to

the Nuclear Age.Eric H. Cline has participated in more than seventeen seasons of excavation and

survey in Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Greece, and the United States. He is currently a Senior Staff

Archaeologist at the ongoing excavations of Megiddo.
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"A creative look at the eventful history of warfare in ancient Israel seen from the strategic vantage

point of Megiddo." -- Biblical Archaeology Review

This book is beyond a doubt the most informative one I have ever read on the history of Israel and

the battles the Jezreel Valley.The reader will be amazed at all the action that took place in Israel

that is not made known in most history books. This book is well documented, and contains maps of

each battle.It is easy to understand what each army was doing. The Bible scholar who wants a

deeper understanding of what took place in the history of Israel will find this book follows the

scripture events. It should be noted that the author expresses in detail when there is archaeological

proof of events and when there is not. It is left to the reader to make the judgment as to whether or

not to accept the scripture account. This book will be an excellent addition to my library. I highly

recommend it.

History is a slight of hands artist of sorts. It tends to focus ones attention on the flashy action center

stage while more important events are often happening in the wings. Its spotlight brings out in high

relief the massive endeavor of the pyramids, the power and grandeur of the Roman empire, the

longevity of Chinese culture, or the blood rituals of the Aztecs. In doing so it tends to neglect the

margins, places where cultural synthesis and mere survival of local polities brings the real issues of

life during the time into sharper focus. Eric Cline is a master at redirecting ones attention to

precisely these issues of history. In The Battles of Armageddon he chronicles the "life" history of a

region that was for most of that history on the margins of the action in the Middle East and in the

world.The Jezreel Valley and ancient Megiddo, the Armageddon of Revelation, are brought to

center stage in this well researched and thoroughly entertaining book. Here the armies of the world

have fought battles deciding the course of human history, and here too it is suggested that the final

battle between good and evil will be fought in the future. All tolled, some 34 major battles have been

fought in this valley, often if not usually between combatants who are foreign to the area.In

documenting the drama of conflict that has played itself out on this valley floor, Professor Cline has

examined a wide variety of data recording human events in the area. He discusses the records of

ancient Egypt, the Biblical texts, the cuneiform documents of Anatolia, Assyria, Babylonia, and

Persia, the written material of both the Moslem and the Christian participants of the Crusades,



French documentation of the Napoleonic wars in the Middle East, the Allenby diaries, letters, etc. for

the World War I conflict with the Ottoman Empire, and the more recent evidence for the Arab-Israeli

conflicts in the area. In short, he addresses an impressive collection of data and with it constructs an

absorbing "biography" of the region, and in doing so brings the history of the world itself into sharper

focus.I found Cline's willingness to entertain alternative proposals for events of the Israelite

conquest of the Levant particularly impressive. He does not seem wedded to any particular theme

or version of early Biblical history, a fact which gives one confidence in his critical judgment with

respect to early documents, both Biblical and extra-Biblical. Where he is uncertain of the order of or

veracity of events or their documentation, he is willing to say as much. There is no effort to make the

evidence appear more concrete than it is. He also seems to have no preferred "side" in the

Arab-Israeli conflict at least as a historian and archaeologist--whether he has one as an individual is

his own business. The author also sticks to historical information and its interpretation and only

introduces archaeological data where it is pertinent to the discussion. He doesn't burden the

amateur enthusiast with more detail than they are willing or able to imbibe. In short he doesn't slow

down the "story" of the Jezreel which makes the volume more readable.Although I certainly found

the earlier history of the Valley of interest--my degree is in ancient history--I actually found Professor

Cline's treatment of the era of the Crusades more engaging because I learned more. I also enjoyed

the discussion of General Allenby's possible foreknowledge of the war between Thutmose III and

the Canaanites at Megiddo an excellent demonstration of good historic detective work. (It was

definitely a good illustration of the value of a thorough knowledge of history.) The bibliography of

The Battles of Armageddon is a veritable who's who of historical and archaeological research since

the 19th century, including authors of topical works, of edited collections and encyclopedias, and of

journal articles. For anyone with a specific interest this would definitely be a good starting point for

the pursuit of information on tangential topics. I will probably use it to help fill in my knowledge of the

Crusades. Without doubt this book would appeal to anyone with an interest in history, particularly

that of the Levant or of peripheral areas in general, or in political and military history. One might

even use it to teach world history, as so many of the main "players" in the events of human activity

have passed through this valley and left their mark on it. Definitely a work worth reading.

This book describes the major battles that have been fought in the valley called Armaggeddon. It is

informative, full of deails, and should be read by everyone interested in history or the Battle of

Armaggedon.



This is a great book. It is technical biblical archealogy, but covers a wide span of time. The book

was used, but in excellent condition. In fact, it seemed brand new. The vendor sent it to me in a

timely fashion.If you like ancient history, this is a good book to explore.

this is a great read its interesting to see how many battles through out history have been fought in

this place .I would tell everyone its great and im not a battle kind of person and I loved it .

There is little to add to the some of the excellent reviws previously listed. The documentation and

bibliography is impressive as well as the author's willingness to discuss alternate interpretations of

key historical events. The book is well written; but it is the numerous and well-drawn maps that I

found particularly impressive.My hobby is wargaming; and for those that share this hobby, this book

is a gem. Think of it; 35 possible scenarios complete with maps ranging from Ancient Egyptian vs

Ancient Syrian to Mondern Israelis vs Arabs...and even Armageddon itself. This can be considered

either a "future" or a "fantasy" battle based upon your preferences. All of these battles could be

gamed upon one large map or playing area stretching from Megiddo in the West to Mts Tabor,

Gilboa, and Moreh in the East,\.

Dr. Kline knows his stuff!
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